Probe particles alter dynamic heterogeneities in simple supercooled systems.
The authors present results from molecular dynamics simulations on the effect of smooth and rough probes on the dynamics of a supercooled Lennard-Jones (LJ) mixture. The probe diameter was systematically varied from one to seven times the diameter of the large particles of the LJ mixture. Mean square displacements show that in the presence of a large smooth probe the supercooled liquid speeds up, while in the presence of a large rough probe, the supercooled liquid slows down. Non-Gaussian parameters indicate that with both smooth and rough probes, the heterogeneity of the supercooled system increases. From the analysis of local Debye-Waller factors, it is evident that the change in the dynamics of the LJ system is heterogeneous, with the largest perturbations close to the probes. Large smooth and rough probes appear to set up heterogeneities in these supercooled systems that would otherwise not occur, and these heterogeneities persist for long times.